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ABSTRACT

Many of the drugs used in the treatment of diseases, such as cancer, spread throughout the body, causing tissue and healthy cell loss. Patients taking
these medications may experience serious side effects. To overcome these problems, scientists have developed many types of microrobots and
operating principles which can release drugs manageably and locally and can be remotely controlled with external sources. In this review, four different
movement types that we selected from the movement mechanisms of microrobots are examined in detail. These motion types are magnetic motion,
acoustic motion, microorganism-based motion, and chemical reaction-based motion, respectively. In this review, we discuss how each movement
mechanism works and what kind of experimental studies it has today. In addition, the shortcomings of these movement mechanisms and the aspects
that need to be improved are mentioned. In general, this review sheds light into how microrobots facilitate human health with targeted drug delivery
technology and forthcoming biomedical studies.
Keywords: Microrobots, mobile robot, targeted drug delivery.

Feyman[1] talked about miniature machines
in his conference on “There’s Plenty of Room
at the Bottom” in 1959, and the basic idea of
microrobots was suggested for the first time.
In the science fiction movie Fantastic Voyage,
released in 1966, the miniaturized submarine
crew injected into the human body and performed
surgeries, and this increased the popularity of the
concept of microrobotics.
Microrobots are microscopic machines that
have partially or completely self-contained
capabilities such as movement, sensing and
learning, re-programmable, with a maximum size
of 1 mm and minimum 0.1 µm.[2,3] In the past
decade, microrobotics has emerged as a new
robotic field for creating small untethered robots
that can access and work actively in small areas
that are dangerous or difficult to reach.[4,5]
In traditional methods used for disease
therapies, medicaments are usually taken into
the body orally or by injection. Thus, the taken

medicaments penetrate a large part of the body.
This condition causes damage to body cells and
tissues. At the same time, it reveals serious
health problems and unwanted side effects for the
patient.[6]
According to the data of interviews with
441 patients obtained from 12 separate cancer
treatment centers in New South Wales, Australia,
86% of the patients who received chemotherapy
treatment stated that they had at least one side
effect. However, 67% of the patients stated that
they had six or more side effects.[7] Most of the
patients who received systemic treatment had
many side effects, particularly fatigue, pain and
intestinal problems.[7]
Microrobots allow to reach internal body parts
such as the nervous system that are difficult
to reach[8] and deliver drugs to targeted areas
by autonomous or remote control. In addition,
drugs cannot provide restoration of tissue or
organ functions alone, but successfully complete
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the restoration by reaching the desired areas
of damaged tissues and organs. It also offers
opportunities for cargo protection, environmental
perception, monitoring and improvement, as
well as the ability to reduce the side effects of
drugs taken directly and regulate drug intake.[9,10]
Regarding these features, targeted drug delivery
with untethered microrobots is a very good
solution for these problems.[6]

Locomotion in Microrobots
Microrobots can perform operations such as
therapy to the targeted area, minimally invasive
surgery, and sensitive cell or drug delivery in the
viscous environment of biological systems.[11] In
addition, safe robot-human interactions are ideal
tools for disease diagnosis and treatment.[12,13]
Reynolds (Re) number is important when
considering movement in microrobots. The main
keys here are density, fluid velocity, pipe diameter
and dynamic viscosity of the fluid. When the
Reynolds number is much less than 1 (Re <<1)
inertia forces are negligible besides viscosity
forces. In this case, the movements of microrobots
in a fluid can be compared to a human swimming
in a pool of honey or jam.[14] The high drag forces
created by the viscous environment that limit
the movements of microrobots is a problem that
needs to be solved and considered. Researchers
who want to overcome these problems have
developed various methods to locate and direct
in vivo microrobots to their targets. Some of
these methods are magnetically-driven, motile
microorganisms-driven, acoustic-aided, and
chemical reaction-based locomotion.[15]

Magnetically-driven
Locomotion
The magnetic field for drug transportation
was first used in the 1950s.[16,17] Meyers et
al.[18] in 1963 developed a new method by
placing a horseshoe magnet outside the body
and collecting small iron particles in a specific
area of the body. In 1996, for the first time in
clinical studies, magnetic drug transport with a
permanent magnet with a magnetic flux density
of 0.8 T placed close to the surface of the body
skin was used for tumor treatment.[19] Since then,
drug targeting has found a wide scope of work
and has developed rapidly.[20,21] Magnetic fields

have attracted attention due to its insensitivity
to biological materials, its ability to position
precisely and its ability to operate without direct
contact.[14,22]
Magnetic fields produced outside the body
are a good solution to overcome the problems
encountered in in vivo procedures. Using these
magnetic fields generated outside the body,
microrobots can be remotely controlled and
strengthen their spatial maneuverability. Unlike
other methods, magnetic fields penetrate biological
tissues and additional materials without any
damage. Therefore, their use in bioengineering
applications is very promising. Magnetic fields
that change with time and their spatial gradients
provide the basis for the magnetic activation of
microrobots.[8,23]
Microrobots used for magnetic drug transport
contain particles such as ferric oxide that interact
with the magnetic field in their structures so that
they can be transported to desired areas in the
body.[6] Microrobots equipped with these particles
feel magnetic force and torque when they settle in
the magnetic field. This magnetic force and torque
allow microrobots to control their movement and
direction in vivo.[24]
The
locomotion
mechanisms
of
microorganisms observed in nature have been
a great source of inspiration in determining
the design and motion principles of magnetic
microrobots. These designs are generally
collected in three different categories as
flagellum-like design, helical tail-like design and
cilia-like design (Figure 1).[14]
Regarding its one-dimensional structure, the
simplest design is a flexible flagellum. When
connected to a magnetic head, a flexible plate or
rod can be magnetically moved.[25,26] First, Dreyfus
et al.[27] produced a bendable artificial flagellum
using DNA fibers attached to a red blood cell and
super-paramagnetic particles attached to one end,
and through this flagellum, it provides magnetic
mobility to a microrobot.
The first helical microrobot to mimic bacterial
movement, the artificial bacterial flagellum (ABF),
was first introduced by Bell et al.,[28] in 2007 and,
then, characterized by Zhang et al.,[29] in 2009.
The ABF consists of a helical tail attached to a
soft-magnetic head. This helical tail is 2.8 mm in
diameter and 30-100 mm in length.
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Figure 1. Structural designs inspired by microorganisms to move.[14]

Cilia is among the first intensively studied
filaments in nature.[30] Cilia usually covers the
entire surface and moves in a coordinated manner.
If a cilia movement like this is to be applied for
Microrobots, independent movement is required
for each cilium.[31] However, artificial magnetic
cilia move simultaneously. To date, there are no
microrobots that use cilia for locomotion. Instead,
artificial cilia is applied to a surface to transport
the fluid it has.[14]
For the safe use of magnetic microrobots
in in vivo settings, static magnetic fields below
8T should be created.[32] Magnetic fields above
this value cause heating of the applied tissues
and cause tissue damage. To ensure safety of
these studies, it is necessary to optimize the
magnetic components of microrobots, according
to regulatory guidelines, acceptable magnetic field
and gradient exposure levels.[33]

Acoustic-guided Locomotion
Acoustic fields are another way of controlling
remote routing in microrobots. Acoustic flux
with acoustic radiation force is one of the most
beneficial effects of acoustic fields. It is possible
to generate an acoustic radiation force with a
standing wave generated by reflecting back and
forth from the resonator. This radiation force
creates a drag force to drive microrobots with
sound pressure nodes and anti-nodes, which are
points of maximum and minimum amplitude.[34,35]

The direction of this motion can be predicted
and changed by wave functions corresponding to
this motion. As a result, multiple micro-objects
can be clustered in desired regions through this
method.[34,36]
Since the absence of selectivity in acoustic
areas, it is ineffective to approach it individually.
However, the recently introduced acoustic
radiation force applied in an oscillating manner
can provide selective addressability. In this
system, vibrating bubbles are squeezed into the
micro-swim bodies to create sufficient propulsion
for movement. It is possible to operate this system
by selecting a single micro-swimmer in a group
of micro-swimmers with different bubble sizes
(Figure 2).[37,38]
The movement of these micro robots is
provided by the acoustic radiation force created
by the acoustic fields, while the direction of
the movement is performed by the effect of
the magnetic field. This change of direction is
achieved as a result of the 20 nm magnetic nickel
(Ni) coating sprayed on the robots as a result of
this coating creating torque and force effects in
the magnetic field.[39]

Motile Microorganisms-driven
Locomotion
The ability to feel within the human body,
to have computational capacity and power for
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pH[46] taxis methods are applied according to the
type of microorganisms used.
Kim et al.[47] showed that it was possible
to chemically control microparticles driven by
bacteria in a microfluidic liquid. The researchers
identified the direction of the Serratia Marcescens
floating bacteria using the chemical L-Aspartate
(chemoattractant) and used this bacterium as a
driving force. In this study, the bacteria displayed
a clear ability to direct in all test trials involving
chemical stimuli. This capability was well-suited
for targeted drug delivery.

Figure 2. Moving two microrobots one by one with
frequency change.[39]

movement is the key to a successful microrobotic
practice. Therefore, microorganism-based moving
microrobots provide a high level of autonomy, as
they can sense the changes happening around
them and react quickly. Additionally, many
microorganisms can travel ten times their body
length per second. Therefore, they are used in
biohybrid technologies, medical applications and
drug transport with microrobots.[40]
Microorganisms such as bacteria and
spermatozoa can be mobilizers for microrobots.
These microorganisms move through in the
microscale, using biomechanical energy to move
their flagella. Unlike artificial propellants, the
movement mechanisms of microorganisms are
much more efficient in a low Reynolds number
environment.[41,42]
The movements of the hybrid microrobots are
controlled by the reactions of the microorganisms
they use together to physical or chemical stimuli
from outside. These movements take place in the
desired way is called “taxis”.[43] Microorganisms
can also use “taxis” to control the movements
of microrobots, regarding their ability to react
instantaneously to small and delicate changes
in their surroundings. Chemical,[44] photo[45] and

Weibel et al.[48] showed that manipulation of
micro-objects was carried out using phototaxisbased control of algae with flagella. The movement
of algae is achieved by turning the LED light on
and off in the desired area. Micro objects with
a diameter of 3 µm adhere to the algae through
the surface chemistry and were released from
the algae in the desired areas by photochemical
effects. Zhuang et al.[49] provided the movement
of microrobots repelled by multi-bacteria through
the biased behavior toward PH. Thanks to a
stable pH gradient, microrobots are mobilized in
a unidirectional and versatile way.
The taxis methods can be used appropriately in
short distance systems. For biomedical applications
such as targeted drug delivery, microorganisms
must be controlled over a long distance. In this
context, the magnetic field is a strong candidate
for a long-distance remote-control system.[50]
Magnetic field is used as a macro management
method in regions with high blood flow, such as
large blood vessels, while microorganism-based
repulsion is used to provide micro-control system
in small blood vessels.[51]

Chemical Reaction-based
Locomotion
The chemical reaction-based movement of
microrobots takes place by using the chemical
energy around it. When using this chemical
energy, it can use organic fuels such as glucose
or inorganic fuels such as hydrogen peroxide
as the input energy source. Micromotors have
been developed that can transform the energy
stored in chemical bonds into use and turn them
into directional motion. Since inertial forces are
negligible in a low Reynolds number environment,
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microrobots that take their mobility from chemical
reaction must have a continuous chemical energy
conversion and an asymmetric structure. These
microrobots often contain an active metal that acts
as a catalyst to trigger the chemical reaction and
an unreactive material to fabricate an asymmetric
design.[8.52]
One of the widely used chemical-based
mechanism of action is the method of generating
a self-phoretic repulsive force induced by regional
chemical variables in the microrobot's environment.
This repulsion method can only generate enough
force to move microrobots smaller than 3 μm.[53,54]
Paxton et al.,[55] discovered the self-phroteric
repulsion ability of Au-Pt bimetallic nanorods in
hydrogen peroxide first. Later, they confirmed
that this repulsive force is generated by autoelectrophoresis, which involves electrochemical
dissolution of H2O2.[56]
Another widely used chemical based action
mechanism is based on the bubble rebound
mechanism. In this mechanism, the movement is
provided by the force generated by the chemical
trapped bubbles in a groove spreading out of the
opening in the groove. The resultant recoil force
is used to move the microrobot, which is usually
produced as a tube containing catalytic material
on its inner surface.
The tubular design makes it easier for the
bubbles to cluster and move out of the groove. As
the gas cluster accumulates in the tube increases,
the pressure inside increases, so the bubbles
are sprayed out from the opening in the tube.
Meanwhile, the momentum change directed the
movement in the opposite direction. The speed of
the microrobot has been adjusted by stimulating
the momentum change with stimuli such as
temperature, light and ultrasound.[57-59]
Since ultrasound affects the bubble release,
it can be used to adjust the speed of the
moving micromotor by spraying bubbles. In this
way, instantaneous changes in the speed of the
micromotor can be made, while on-off control is
achieved.[60] According to another method, speed
control between 100-250 μm per second was
achieved by folding and unfolding curled polymer
platinum tubes using temperature changes.[61]
Coating magnesium particles with a red blood
cell membrane has been shown to purify the
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serum-like solution from protein toxins of its
toxic properties.[62] However, local pH rise due
to magnesium peroxide build-up is a potential
safety risk for this system. Depending on the
particular body area, this may be an acceptable
and advantageous means of providing power. For
example, micro-robots based on magnesium and
zinc powered micromotors can be well suited for
operations in the acidic gastrointestinal tract. For
this purpose, the autonomous action of the zincbased micromotor in the stomach of a live mouse
was first applied in vivo.[63]
A tubular catalytic microrobot that can move
in H 2O2 solution has been produced. The
production of this tubular microrobot was carried
out by rolling the multi-layers of Pt, Au, Fe, Ti.
The inner layer, Pt layer, enables the catalytic
reaction, the Au layer the junction between the
layers, the Fe layer magnetic orientation and
the Ti layer a controlled rolling process. Pt on
the inner surface of the tube acts as a chemical
reaction chamber for the O2 gas bubbles formed
as a result of the catalytic dissolution of H2O2. The
H2O2 solution is pumped as fuel from the front
end of the tubular microrobot into the chemical
reaction chamber, while bubbles of O2 gas are
sprayed from the rear end of the microrobot. In
this way, the microrobot always gains the ability
to move. The direction of movement is adjusted
by an externally applied magnetic field.[64] The
use of H2O2 solution as a fuel provides fast and
effective mobility. However, high density H2O2 is
biologically incompatible in in vivo applications
due to its high oxidation. Therefore, finding new
biocompatible fuels for viable in vivo applications
is essential.[65]
One of the methods recommended for
biocompatible microrobot production aims to be
able to move in an acidic environment such as
the stomach. This movement takes place thanks
to the hydrogen bubbles spraying continuously
thanks to the redox reactions occurring on
the zinc surface on the inner surface of the
microrobot.[65] Despite the development of bubble
rebound mechanisms using biocompatible fuels,
the use of active metals such as zinc shortens
the operation time of microrobots. However, the
main problem is that the bubbles resulting from
the bubble rebound method are undesirable in
any area other than the digestive system.[52]
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DISCUSSION
Microrobots are in the first place in the
direction of being a promising technology branch
in terms of delivering drugs to the desired area
of traditional medicine or reaching the areas that
are desired to be viewed and difficult to reach in
10 years. Scientists contribute to the development
of this field by conducting experiments and
studies in the laboratory environment or in living
organisms every day. Since the production and
design of microrobots requires high technology,
it is a very difficult field to study. Scientists
have developed different production materials
according to different production methods and
usage areas to overcome this difficulty. It is of
utmost importance that microrobots that need
to function in very small spaces can be remotely
controlled in these areas in a controlled manner.
In this context, a lot of work has been done
on the investigation and development of the
movement mechanisms of microrobots.
In this review, some of the action mechanisms
of microrobots are examined in detail. These
motion mechanisms are presented in four
different categories as magnetic motion, acoustic
motion, microorganism-based motion and
chemical reaction-based motion. The basic idea
in the magnetic motion mechanism is that
microrobots equipped with particles that interact
with the magnetic field feel a force and torque
that create movement on them when exposed
to a magnetic field. Since the magnetic field is
highly operable in terms of delivering microrobots
to the desired area, it has often been used in
conjunction with other methods. It has been
shown as a biocompatible method due to the
low interaction of the magnetic field with cells
in the body. However, for this method to remain
biocompatible, the magnetic field used must be
less than 8 T. Another problem is that magnetic
field generating systems used for remote control
of microrobots are large and costly. Acoustic
movement is a method of moving microrobots by
generating acoustic radiation force with the help
of waves standing in the body. Since this method
is inadequate in terms of selectivity and reaching
the desired areas, its use is less preferred than
other methods.
In the microorganism-based movement,
microorganisms that already have high mobility

and the ability to react to changes in the
environment are used as the driving motor that
moves microrobots. In this way, a controlled
movement can be achieved by making changes
in the environment where microrobots are
located in the body. Since microorganisms can
react instantaneously to stimuli around them,
it has significantly improved the mobility of
microrobots. However, the force created by
microorganisms is only suitable for moving
robots of certain sizes and can only be used in
vessels with low blood flow velocity. Therefore,
if drug transport is to be carried out over a
long distance, it is more efficient to carry out
this transport with a magnetic field and then to
perform the movement with the microorganism
when the microrobot reaches the desired area.
The movement based on chemical reaction
uses the energy it generates using organic
or inorganic fuels to move. Although it is
easy to reach the desired area in this type
of movement, it is a biologically hazardous
method, as substances that can cause toxicity
in the body such as hydrogen peroxide are
used. The use of zinc does not cause toxic
accumulation, but the use of O2 gas bubbles
due to the working mechanism is limited for
all parts of the body except the digestive
system. To overcome this danger, new fuels
that are harmless to the human body are being
investigated.
In conclusion, microrobots are promising
candidates to save individuals from painful
treatments that leave them in hospitals for
weeks in the near future. Microrobot studies
will allow to eliminate many side effects seen in
cancer treatment and affect the whole body and
to minimize tissue damage caused by the drug
by performing the treatment in a small area.
Microrobots in micron or even nanometric sizes
will take the health sector to the next level by
aiming to reach all parts of the human body.
These robots will erase today's most feared and
most human-fatal problems such as cancer and
cardiovascular diseases from the stage of history
and save individuals from painful, long-term and
very side-effective treatments.
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